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Heating complaints addressed by board
By GLORIA DONAHUE
Complaints about the SRC heating
system were addressed to the Board of
Trustees March 14 by Sheryl McCabe,
Courier editor.
The Courier staff was unable to work
in the underheated office on the first
floor and used $100 of its ad revenue
to purchase two space heaters,
according to McCabe.
MCCABE TOLD the board that SG
and student activities have had the
same problem. In addition, McCabe
reported that the cafeteria has severe
draft problems near the emergency
exits.
“SG and student activities don’t
have ad revenues to enable them to

purchase heaters,” said McCabe. “They
just have to live with the cold.”
Ron Lemme, vice president of
planning and information, explained to
the board that the Courier was one of
the last areas in the SRC to be
occupied, and sympathized with Mc¬
Cabe, adding that the Courier has been
“very understanding about problems
related to their move.
“This is frustrating to all of us,” said
Lemme. “And the only real leverage we
have is our signature on approval of
funds. We haven’t made any approvals
in the past three months.”
LEMME REPORTED that $500,000
has been withheld from contractors and

that the architects, Wight & Co.,
haven’t had any payments for about six
months.
Further, Lemme reported that he has
been working on the heating problem as
well as others in the new buildings,
including cracking in the SRC terazzo
and condensation problems in the walls
and commons area in the new
PE/CRC.
Trustee Gerald Saimon explained
that problems of this nature must be
remedied through "proper channels.
“I HOPE THAT it is passed on to
the students, through the Courier, that
we are simply not ignoring this
problem,” Saimon said. “The reason
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nothing is being done is that if we start
repairing things on our own, then we
have a problem working through the
Capital Development Board.”
In the meantime, President HalMcAninch assured McCabe that he
would provide space heaters to student
government and student activities until
the problems are resolved.
In other business, McAninch report¬
ed that the architects submitted several
designs for the new sign to be
constructed at Lambert Road and 22nd
Street which were too expensive. Wight
& Co. will present new designs this
month.
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Arts center breaks ground Almanza killer appeals
Ground breaking for CD’s $13.5 million arts center is scheduled for 10:45 a.m.
Friday, April 13, on the site to the north of the physical education and community
recreation center and east of the instructional center.
GUESTS WILL BE welcomed by H.D. McAninch, college president, and
Francis T. Cole, chairman of the Board of Trustees.
Other speakers will be Patrick T. Coyne, president of student government;
Ernest R. LeDuc, chairman of the faculty senate; Jack Wei semen, director of the
performing arts program; Michael T. Formento, president of Glen Ellyn; Jack T.
Knuepfer, chairman of the DuPage county board; Joseph P. Ferreri, vice president
and chief operations officer of Wight and Co., Inc., Downers Grove, the building’s
artchitect; and William E. Gahlberg, president, William E.. Gahlberg and
Associates, Oak Brook, and chairman of the capital campaign committee.
Refreshments will be served in a tent on the site at the conclusion of the
ceremony.
The public is invited.
The arts center is the fourth and last permanent building scheduled to be
constructed on the CD campus.
THE FACILITY WILL be funded totally by local revenue, according to Ronald
Lemme, vice president of planning and information. “No state or federal funds will
be used,” he said. “Even though some of the money will come from a portion of the
tax rate, no additional increases will be made in the tax levy. The remaining capital
is expected to be provided by corporate and private contributions.
The structure will house fine and performing arts, commercial art, ceramics,
photography, media, jewelry, forensics, music, choral groups, the New
Philharmonic, chamber orchestra, jazz ensemble, concert band and theater.
The building will contain an 800-seat auditorium, a small theater, a studio
theater, art studios, classrooms for performing, visual and commercial arts, music
and practice rooms, areas for photography and media, faculty offices, meetings,
choral and instrumental rooms and an art gallery.

An appeal has been filed following
the sentencing of a 23-year-old Lemont
man found guilty of the April 12, 1983,
murder of Brenda Almanza, 21, a
part-time CD student.
Chris Rogers was convicted and
sentenced to 55 years imprisonment by
DuPage Circuit Judge Carl Henninger
on March 21 following a week-long jury
trial in February.
Because of Rogers’ IQ level —
equivalent to that of a third-grader’s —
and his “severe mental and social
deficits,” the amount of pre-meditation
involved is undeterminable, according
to Henninger. Rogers’ law-abiding life
prior to the offense was a mitigating

factor, said Henninger.
Almanza’s bullet-ridden body was
found in the trunk of her 1981 Camero
parked in the lot of Glen Ellyn Estates
apartments, located across 22nd Street
from CD’s main campus.
The Romeoville resident was taking
evening classes while working for
Western Electric at the time of her
death.
The shooting was motivated by
Almanza’s refusal to date Rogers,
according to investigators.
The defendant showed no emotion as
the sentence was read, but smiled at the
courtroom audience as deputies led him
away.

Graduation preparations begin
By MARGURITA MEI
CD’s 17th annual commencement will
be held in the arena of the Physical
Education and Community Recreation
Center Thursday, June 7, at 6:30 p.m.
Approximately 500 students, about
one-fourth of those being graduated, are.
expected to take part in this year s
commencement, the first to be staged in
the new PE/CRC.
ALTHOUGH STUDENTS may peti¬
tion for a degree or certificate up to the
day before graduation, they must notify
the bookstore by noon, May 25, of their
intention to participate in the cere¬
mony.
Formerly, students who petitioned
late were still allowed to take part in
the commencement exercise, but be¬
cause of time limitations in ordering
programs, caps and gowns, and
refreshments, the commencement com¬
mittee voted to set the May 25
deadline, noted Lucile Fnedli, director
of student activities.
Another

deadline

will

soon

be

announced for those graduates wanting
their names in the program.
THE COMMENCEMENT, lasting
about l'A hours, will begin with a
prelude, the procession and the
National Anthem.
An invocation by Pastor John Mix of
Lombard’s Christ the Servant Lutheran
Church will follow.
After a short choral presentation
Patrick Coyne, SG president, and
Ernest R. LeDuc, faculty association
president, will speak.
CD PRESIDENT Harold McAninch
will then introduce Francis T. Cole,
Board of Trustee -president, the
individual board members and the
program’s main speaker, Leon M.
Lederman, director of Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory.
The outstanding male and female
students will be presented by Larry G.
Honeywell, president of the College of
DuPage Foundation.

please turn to page 2

Captures voyeur
Michael Lawrence changed roles as swim coach at Elmhurst YMCA to hero
when he recently captured voyeur in women’s locker room of PE/CRC Build¬
ing. Victim was showering at time of incident. Suspect was arrested for disorderly conduct._
_;_
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Graduation preparations. . .
continued from page 1
Next, the degree and certificate
candidates will be presented and
welcomed into the Alumni Association
by Jean Erdmann, the group’s
president.
A RECEPTION will follow in the
commons area of the PE/CRC.
Music will be provided by
performing artstiepartment.

the

Student government has chosen
green as the color for caps and gowns
while tassles will be a mixture of green

and gold. Caps, gowns and tassles will
be available for purchase at $15.41.
NO LIMITATION has yet been set
on the number of guests the graduates
may invite.
Students seeking degrees or certifi¬
cates in June who have not already seen
an adviser or their program coordinator
are encouraged to do so, said counselor
Jim Frank.
He suggested that students should
familiarize themselves with the require¬
ments in the college catalog and also

read the pamphlets available in the
advising center before petitioning for
graduation.
“THIS MAY raise a question that
they may want to discuss with a faculty
member or adviser,” he said.
A worksheet is available from the
advising office to aid students in
determining if any gaps exist in their
course work.
The records office will send to
students, upon request, a transcript of
all courses taken at CD and those
trasferred from other schools.
AFTER REVIEWING their course
work and requirements, students may

fill out the petition for a degree or
certificate in the records office.
About six weeks later, the student
will be sent a letter and a preliminary
evaluation of credit that will show the
distribution of all college credit on
record.
The letter will include a breakdown of
the four categories within the general
education requirements and note the
number of credits required, earned and
still needed for the degree or certificate.
Students who will complete thenrequirements by the end of summer
quarter will be allowed to participate in
the June commencement.

WHAT’S HAPPENING...
Scholarship deadline

Volunteer tutors

Today is the deadline for students to
apply for two $500 tuition-waiver
scholarships being offered by the social
and behavioral sciences division for the
1984-85 school year.
The scholarships were established “to
promote and reward academic and
creative excellence by presently enrolled
students.”
Among other eligibility requirements
is a 3.5 GPA.
“Students who plan to major in the
social or behavioral sciences are
encouraged to participate in the
competition,” said Dean Charlyn Fox.
Applications may be picked up in IC
2084.

Forty individuals volunteered more
than 1,200 hours in tutoring English as
a second language students at CD
during the winter quarter.
Each volunteer was assigned to an
English instructor and worked at least
three hours a week either in a classroom
on campus or at one of 10 off-campus
sites.
The volunteers were Jan Allen, Janet
Hawver and Marvel Miller, Wheaton;
Kathleen Boerste and Nancy Hubbard,
Downers Grove; Ruth Broom and
Jennifer Carley, Lombard; Donna
Brown, Burr Ridge; Laurie Carpenter
and Elaine Simon, Glen Ellyn.
Others were Erwin Hake, Marian
Hake and Caroline Smith, Naperville;
Marion Gimbel, Brookfield; Marion
Schulte, Glendale Heights; George
Hermann, Patricia Sullivan and Lee
Wright, Elmhurst.
Also Beverly Hlavka, Jan Kessler
and Dorothy Miller, Western Springs;
Jack Levering, Villa Park; Dolores
Kosnarek and Kay Madden, Hinsdale:
Francis Lopez and Elida Banda, Wood
Dale; Pamela Olander, Lisle; Veronica
Oleskiewicz, Warrenville; and Anneka
Vermeer, Batavia.
Information about the program is
obtainable at 858-2800, ext. 2130.

Bergeson, Richardson win
Alan Bergeson (LRC) has been
elected chairman of the faculty senate
and Dan Richardson (business and
services) has won election as secretary/
treasurer.
Elected senators were Roy Grundy
(business and services); Justine Kawalek (communications); Connie Van
Every (health and public services);
John Modschiedler (humanities); Mari¬
anne Berger (main campus); Jerry
Miller (natural sciences); Doris Schlembach (part-time faculty); Walt Jones
(social and behavioral sciences); and
Paul Fina (technology).

Images of success
“Develop Your Image for Success”
will meet from 9 to 11 a.m. Saturday,
April 28, at DAVEA in Addison under
the direction of Noreen Hinds, a former
model, cover girl and NBC public
relations specialist who operates her
own consulting service.
Participants will discuss colors that
project authority, speech patterns that
communicate strength and an overall
bearing that conveys purpose and
commitment. Cost of the seminar (code
2952-410-01) is $15. Further information
is available at 858-2800, ext. 2208.

Studying bats
CD students will have an opportunity
during spring quarter to study bats in
their natural habitat and assist with the
capture and identification of the seven
different species of bats found in this
area through an Alpha-sponsored
project that begins April 9 and
continues through the summer. Day
and evening hours will be announced.
One to three credit hours may be
earned through Alpha. Volunteers
without credit also will be allowed to
participate.
Further information is available from
Hal Cohen, exts. 2235 or 2356.

Nursing supervision
“Being a Supervisor: The Charge
Nurse Approach,” 9 seminar offered by
CD’s Business and Professional Insti¬

Groups offer scholarships
The following scholarships are currently being offered to CD students:
AAUW Lombard/Villa Park Branch — $800 to a woman resident of the
Lombard or Villa Park postal districts presently enrolled in a college or junior
college, or returning to school after an interruption in her education, who is
pursuing a four-year degree on a full or part-time basis. Deadline: April 14.
Louise M. Beem Scholarship — $250 to a student currently enrolled six hours
or more in the child care and development program. Deadline: April 16.
DuPage County Health Improvement Association — scholarships of up to
$3,800 to a DuPage County resident in the nursing program ending with an RN
license and/or bachelor’s degree. Deadline: April 20.
Lombard Junior Women’s Club — $150 award to a CD student with a
minimum 2.0 GPA. Deadline: April 27.
Chicago Midwest Chapter of the American Society for Hospital Food
Administrators — $500 to a student enrolled full time in dietetics, diet
technology or food management. Deadline: May 1.
Michael W. Ries Alumni Scholarship — three $200 scholarships for the
spring, 1984, quarter. Deadline: May 4.
Further information is available in the financial aid office, SRC 2050.
tute, will meet from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Saturday, April 7, in Monticello of
Hinsdale Convalescent Center, 600
Ogden Ave., Hinsdale. The fee is $45.
Mark Tauber, who will lead the
session, has worked at the University of
Illinois/Chicago in organizational devel¬
opment and serves on the adjunct
faculty of National College of Educa¬
tion and College of Lake County. He is
president of Mark Tauber and Associ¬
ates and corporate manager of sales for
the Midwest Center of Health Promo¬
tion at Westlake Hospital.
More information may be obtained
from Charlene Cooper at 858-2800, ext.
2180.

Bicycle race
A 25-kilometer bicycle race through
Winfield, sponsored by the Winfield
Jaycees, will be conducted Sunday,
May 6, beginning at 1 p.m. in the
parking lot of the Winfield village hall.
Participants may preregister by mail
for $4, with entry blanks available from
bicycle shops in Lombard, Wheaton,
Glen Ellyn, Naperville and Winfield.
Registration on the day of the race
will cost entrants $5. Cash and
merchandise prizes will be awarded.
The race is open to individuals 16
years of age and older.
Further information is available from
Steve Thordarson at 668-7198.

Think you’re
pregnant?
Use Predictor In-Home
Pregnancy Test. It’s the
same as a hospital test.
You’re on your own for the first time and life is a lot different
now. If you think you might be pregnant, you want to know for
sure. This is the time to use Predictor In-Home Pregnancy
Test. It’s the exact same test method used in over 2,000
hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests nationwide So you
know Predictor is accurate.
*«*■•*«
*—*«
Predictor can be used as soon as
nine days after you miss your period.
It’s convenient and gives you results in
just one hour. Think you’re pregnant?
Remember, you can use Predictor with
confidence, it’s the test method used in
over 2,000 American hospitals.

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy
more accurately.
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SG elections slated
By JERI MILLS
Five SG directorships will be open for
election in May, Executive Director
Yvonne Anderson announced at the
group’s March 28 meeting.
Petitions will be available April 16
and must be turned in by May 1. Newly
elected officers will take over their
positions June 8.
THE SG newsletter will be distribut¬
ed April 6 and the first Friday of each
month this quarter, announced board
member Stacey Burke. The newsletter
will contain information on the work of
SG committees and a profile of the
executive board members.
President Pat Coyne announced that

April 27 is the tentative date for the SG
spring dance. A Hawaiian theme is
being considered for the event.
Nan Abear has been appointed
secretary by Coyne.
STEVE BUNGE has replaced Bob
Kay as chairman of the transportation
committee, and Bill Heafey is the new
head of the constitution committee.
Kay will remain active in SG but a new
job prevents him from continuing as a
committee chairman.
Coyne will represent SG when he
speaks at the groundbreaking ceremony
for the Performing Arts Center April
13.
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Speech team wins regionals
CD’s speech team walked away with its 10th regional title at the recent Phi
Rho regional 4 championships in Rockford, outdistancing second-place
Southeastern 70 to 158.
Sixteen teams participated in the meet, which was hampered by a severe
blizzard that caused several schools to remain an extra night.
Leading DuPage were Kathy Kasdorf, 1st,
and Eric Ruff, 2nd, in
communication analysis; Tom Morgan, 5th in informative; Jacquie Reaves, 6th
in speech to entertain; Kathy Rodak, 5th in oral interpretation; Ruff, 1st in
dramatic interpretation; Reaves, 1st, Kasdorf, 3rd, John Grossman 4th and
Vernon Royster, 6th in prose; Ruff, 2nd, Rene Ruelas, 3rd, Rodak, 4th
and Lauren Nivling, 5th in poetry; Ruff, 1st, Reaves, 2nd and Kasdorf, 3rd in
individual sweepstakes; Reaves and Ruff 1st in duet acting.
In interpreter’s theater, CD captured first for “Freedom Isn’t Free’’ and
second for “Among the Demons and the Saints.”

WHAT’S HAPPENING...
Skoog honored

Data base overview

Joyce Skoog of Hinsdale, former
coordinator of alumni affairs at CD, is
the recipient of the second Adade
Wheeler award for her contributions to
the personal and professional advance¬
ment of women.
The award, presented at a recent
dinner at CD celebrating International
Women’s History Week, is named for
the late Adade Wheeler, a former
history teacher at the college, author of
two books and an advocate of women’s
advancement.
Skoog recently assumed her new
duties as assistant to the director of
special programs on disabilities at the
University of Illinois/Chicago.

A seminar titled “Data Base
Overview ” will be offered by CD's
Business and Professional Institute
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday, April 7,
in SRC 1030 and 1032.

LRC tour
“WEEK OF THE Young Child” will be marked by children's fair from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, April 7 in student center of Building K.

Children's fair

Bus tours planned

\

A fair for toddlers and children
through kindergarten age, sponsored by
the DuPage Regional Unit of the
Chicago Association for the Education
of Young Children, will be held to mark

“The Week of the Young Child” fron
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, April 7 ir
the student center of Building K.
Admission is free. Children must b<
accompanied by an adult.

Advising in Hinsdale

Essential Readings in Biofeedback.”
Kunz has been involved in research,
education and practice in health and the
healing arts for more than 25 years.
The society is a non-profit organiza¬
tion which encourages the study of
comparative religion, science and
philosophy, the unexplained laws of
nature and the powers latent in man.

Educational advising services and
career counseling are available to
district residents at no cost at the
Educational Advising Center in Hins¬
dale Junior High School, Third and
Garfield, Hinsdale.
Educational advisers work with
individuals seeking information about
courses and curriculum at CD. Testing
and career counseling also are available.
Advisers assist individuals planning
careers, making career choices or
changes, re-entering the work force, or
interested in developing additional
work skills.
Appointments may be made Tues¬
days or Wednesdays from 6 to 9 p.m. at
655-2910.

Depression workshop
“Depression from the Energetic
Perspective” will be discussed by Erik
Peper, former president of the Biofeed¬
back Society of America, and Dora
Kunz, president of the Theosophical
Society in America, at a workshop
sponsored by the society Sunday, April
15, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the group s
headquarters, 1926 Geneva Road,
Wheaton.
Peper is a lecturer of the interdisci¬
plinary science at San Francisco State
University, has a private holistic
practice in Berkeley, Calif., and is
co-author of “Mind/Body Integration:

A tour of the LRC is scheduled by
members of the CD Library Technical
Assistant Organization when the group
meets Monday, April 9 at 7:30 p.m. in
SRC 1042R.

Job-hunting skills

A series of bus tours to various sites
has been planned by CD’s Open College
for April through June.
Scheduled are Polish culture, Tuesday,
April 17; suburban potpourri, Tuesday,
May 1; Chicago architecture, Tuesday,
May 15; and Prairie Avenue Historical
District, Chicago, Saturday, June 2.
Each tour will leave from the
Building J parking lot at 9:30 a.m. and
return at 3:30 p.m.
The cost is $15 per excursion.
Participants pay for their own lunches
and admission fees at the various sites.
Further information is available at
858-2800, ext. 2208.

The fee is $95.
Robert Everett, manager of distrib¬
uted systems in a Chicago-based
manufacturing and leasing company,
and Sheila Smith, a software engineer
in a consulting and software develop¬
ment firm, will lead the sessions.
Further information is obtainable
from Deb Guerin at 858-2800, ext. 2180.

Nuclear medicine
“Nuclear Medicine — a Career for the
Future,” will be discussed by Paul
Laudicina, coordinator of CD’s radiol¬
ogic technology program, at noon
Thursday, April 12 in SRC 1024A as
part of the exploring career fields series
sponsored by the career planning and
placement office and the Focus on
Women program.

Benefit garage sale
A benefit garage sale to aid needy
senior citizens of DuPage County,
sponsored by the Senior Citizen
Project, will be held April 12 through
14, at the corner of Main and Cole,
Wheaton.
Donations of working appliances or
other household goods are being
accepted.
Further information is available from
Karole Kettering at 462-7992, or from
Donna Cleinmark at 668-9263.

A mini-series on job hunting skills
will be presented by the career planning
and placement center in SRC 2044
during spring quarter.
Topics to be covered include
“Writing the Modem Resume,” Tues¬
day, April 10; “Effective Interview¬
ing,” Thursday, April 19 and Tuesday,
April 24; and “Job Search Tech¬
niques,” Tuesday, May 8 and Thurs¬
day, May 31.
Day sessions are scheduled for noon
to 1:15 p.m.; evening sessions from 6 to
7:15.
Enrollment is limited to 10 regis¬
trants for each session.
Further information is available at
858-2800, ext. 2230.

Lot 4 to close
Lot 4 will be reserved for VIP
parking in connection with ground¬
breaking ceremonies for the new fine
arts center and will be closed to
students and faculty Friday, April 13.

YOUNGSTERS AND ADULTS learned about proper fishing methods
and equipment at recent American Fishing Institute here, sponsored
by Indiana University.
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Kenya-moving experience
By TOM LINDBLADE
(Ed. Note: Tom Lindblade, coordina¬
tor of the Alpha program, recently
traveled to Africa with a group of
students. Below is his account of some
of their experiences in Kenya.)
We followed Joseph, a former Mau
Mau “freedom fighter,” now our guide,
across the field which, until recently,
had obviously been part of the Acacia
forest through which Joseph had just
hacked our safari truck.
An overgrown logging track had led
us into this cleared area (one might
hesitantly call it a village) dotted with
low, mud-wattled huts surrounded by
impenetrable fences woven from Acacia
branches. Laced with two-inch thorns,
the branches, were similar to those
which Joseph’s machete had so recently
left behind.
The “African Queen,” our Bedford
four-wheel-drive, custom-designed safa¬
ri truck, had lurched along the logging
track after visiting a former Mau Mau
hideout below Mt. Kenya. The sun¬
baked, stump-covered field, we later
found out, had in fact been forest until
four years ago when the Kenyan
government resettled these Kikuyu
people on this newly cleared “farm
land.”
After many years of crop failure, the
first occasioned by drought and the
second caused by the ravages of
rampaging water buffalo and elephants,
these people were surviving on the edge

of starvation only because of slight
government handouts.
Joseph told us that it would be all
right for us to be there and take
pictures, but once we crossed the field
toward the people standing beside the
first hut, it was immediately clear that
we were neither expected nor particular¬
ly welcome. Joseph and Kihara, our
driver, negotiated in Swahili with
several people while we stood nervous¬
ly, self-consciously shielding our cam¬
eras and wishing that we might be able
to just disappear. Kihara then informed
us that we should move over to the
next small compound and that its
owner, the local carpenter, would
permit us to see his house and take
pictures.
Once we had entered the enclosure
surrounding the carpenter’s hut, curio¬
sity seemed to overcome some of the
initial misgivings of the native women
and children. Several came into the
enclosure and allowed us to photograph
them while they sang a song
celebrating their circumcision cere¬
monies. I could not help thinking that
under similar circumstances, we might
long ago have given up and died, as our
servicemen frequently did when con¬
fronted by extreme deprivation in
Korea. From a perspective of American
materialism, these people have nothing,
yet the strength of their culture allows
them to prevail.
More than the 40 species of mammals
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— Twelve students at Northwestern College, Orange City, Iowa, will
eventually be charged with bookmaking and running a gambling
operation from the small Christian college, according to Sioux County
prosecutors.
— UCLA will close down its campus reactor to deter terrorism
during the upcoming summer Olympics. Officials changed their minds
after a reporter pointed out that campus reactors in general are often
vulnerable to terrorism.
The real danger,” said John Buell of the Nuclear Control Institute
in Washington, “is that the material will be stolen and used for nuclear
weapons.”
— Johns Hopkins president Steven Muller is offering $100 to any
student who can crack an old campus safe. Officials lost the combina¬
tion to the building vault years ago and no one knows what is in it.
Muller said he’ll give the reward to the student who can get it open
again, but prohibits the use of explosives or anything else that could
damage the safe.
— Legal action against fraternities continues nationwide. A New
Mexico State University student is suing Sigma Alpha Epsilon at the
University of Texas at El Paso because its members allegedly beat him
during a visit to that institution.
University of Florida police recently announced they’ve charged six
Pi Lamba Phi members with the gang rape of a 17-year old girl last
September. The six students claim the girl was “a willing participant”
in the group sex.
Prosecutors have charged Tau Gamma Theta members at Cal Statelast fall.
we studied, more than Lake Nakuru
with its 100,000 pink flamingos, and
more than the game preserves crowded
with safari vehicles, these people
symbolize Africa to me.
Each of the 22 people, ranging in age
from 19 to 72, who participated in
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Alpha’s first African field study were
profoundly moved by Kenya. For those
of us whose lives are so materially and
technologically dominated, experiencing
life at its most basic gives us an
opportunity to reassess our own needs
and priorities.
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Appearing at
College of DuPage
with
Koko Taylor and
her Blues Machine

WIZARDS

tCCVifj
Touring
Company

Tonite!
The folks who brought you SCTV,
John Belushi, Dan Akroyd & Bill
Murray. See tomorrow’s stars in
this rip-roaring show!
FRIDAY, APRIL 6
8:00 p.m. COD
Performing Arts Center, Bldg. M
$5 in advance; $6 at door. Student
Activities Box Office
For more info, call 858-2800,
Ext. 2241

LL
BIGlWlSf
"MELLOW

Saturday, May 5, 8:00 p.m.
Physical Education Center
Tickets at CD Box office

Student Activities needs volunteers for the “Big
Twist” concert. Set-up on Friday, May 4. Break down

Tuesday, May 10
Wednesday, May 11
12:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
SRC Multi-Purpose
Room (1024A)

FREE FILM

on Saturday, May 5 after the concert and security.
Do yourself and us a favor-volunteer.

,

Increase inevitable

Height hair, voice to decide taxes?
___

By RICHARD COHEN

WASHINGTON - Given the size of the deficit, one can safely conclude that
taxes wiU eventually be raised. What has not been decided, however, is the type of
taxes we can expect — income or otherwise.
Certainly if the system were fair, the government would come up with a tax
based on who people are, rather than their ability to pay.
Take, for instance, tall people. They have
advantages money can’t buy. Tall men get all
the girls (get all the women just does not sound
the same), see better at the movies, block the
view of people behind them, are better suited for
most sports and command respect from people
who, like the Pentagon, confuse size with
authority.

I would also tax citizens who do not have bad backs, who have children who do
their homewook without being asked, who can sleep through the night, who can
drink all they want without getting drunk, who stay in shape without exercising,
who can eat anything without getting heartburn, who dance effortlessly, who gray
around the temples and nowhere else and who think nothing about wearing
lime-green pants with little whales on them.
I would also tax men with either two first or last names — McGeorge Bundy,
Clifton Daniel. To save paperwork, I might just tax all Episcopalians.
FOR WOMEN, BLONDE hair should be taxed. The six natural blondes in the
country would pay a minimum tax. A heavier levy, though, would be imposed
upon dyed blondes. You want to be blonde? You want to have more fun? You
ought to pay for it.

Slim people should also be taxed. I am not
talking about people who diet or exercise to
stay slim, but about those who do nothing, eat
anything they want, and don’t gain a pound. No
tax can be too exorbitant for these individuals.
In fact,
a surcharge should be imposed for
every time they look up from something like a
_ _______
banana split and say, “I don’t know why it is. I just can’t gain weight.” Tax ’em!
SIMILARLY, PEOPLE WITH really manageable hair should be taxed. These
are persons who come out of a swimming pool, say “down” to their hair and it
assumes what the Army calls “the proper position.” In some cases, these are the
same people who have their hair cut without it looking like they just had their hair
cut. A steep tax for that.
A truly fair government would levy a tax on people who have no trouble
tanning. I am referring to individuals who go to the beach, run out into the sun,
run right back into the shade — and get a tan. The tan tax should be steep — and
it would decline for each day one stays in the sun and does not get a tan. A good
case of sun poisoning would earn these people a tax rebate, but they would have to
pay through the teeth for a tan they sport in the winter.

I would not tax all natural advantages. For instance, youth would be exempt
since it is squandered on the young who do not know what they have anyway. I
might later tax people who did not have acne or braces as a kid, since this is an
advantage they carry all through life. One might call it the happy childhood tax. If
you know what I mean, you wouldn’t have to pay.
Men with truly melliflous voices should be taxed. These individuals have a
distinct advantage over the rest of us since everyone listens to what they have to
say even though they usually have nothing to say. I would levy a tax also on men
who can wear suspenders without them slipping off their shoulders when they sit
down. I would tax people with truly perfect skin, people who are considered wise
merely because they have no sense of humor and, of course, people who have no
sense of humor.
My scheme is still in rough form and I am not sure if I would allow tax credits
for personal characteristics that erode with age — like the balding depreciation
allowance. I do know, though, that taxing who you are would have three wonderful
benefits. The national debt would be eliminated; such a tax would be truly
equitable; and — most importantly — it would not cost me a cent.

© 1984, The Washington Post Co.

West Suburban Income
Tax Service
Wants You To Pay Less Tax

Don’t Waste Your Valuable
Study Time Fretting Over
Your Taxes!

Year ’Round
Services
Include:

Have WSITS prepare
your taxes for you and
save money 2 ways:
1. Professionaf preparation at
reasonable prices
2. Discount coupon

Audit Preparation
Income Tax Return
Preparation
• Tax Planning

•
•

Call 858-6575 Now For Your Appointment

$10 Off

ON YOUR FEDERAL & STATE INCOME TAX PREPARATION

West Suburban Income Tax Service
“Specializing In Individual Income Tax Preparation’’
534Crescent Blvd., Suite 201

Glen Ellyn, III. 60137

Call 858-6575

Stephen W. Defilippis B.A.
Convenient Glen Ellyn Location

$10 Off
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Editorial

Frigid SRC remains hot problem
Cold: having a temperature notably below a norm.
The “norm” for an average CD classroom or office is 74 degrees, according to a
maintenance official. However, temperatures in the first level of the new $15 mil¬
lion SRC are considerably below the “norm,” falling as low as 57 degrees.
The lack of heat, particularly in the cafeteria, Cornier, and SG and student acti¬
vities offices, has been attributed to problems with the new heating system. In lay¬
men’s term’s as warm air is produced and radiates from vents located around the
inside perimeter of the building, it is drawn up into a ventilation system and dis¬
tributed throughout the SRC.
Sounds good, doesn’t it? Unfortunately, months after the building has been
opened, the heating system still does not function properly.
Of course, this does not mean that the SRC is completely without heat.
President Harold McAninch enjoys a toasty 81 degrees in his office on some
afternoons. Although he is lucky enough to have an office along the west perimeter
where heat it being produced, the fans in the ventilation system do not function
correctly. As a result, heat is flooded into his office and remains there.
The Courier office has the opposite problem. Until ventilation is provided, the
office will remain unheated since there is no way for the heat to be drawn into the
room.
The question is, what’s being done about this concern? As the weather continues
to get warmer and space heaters are packed away, the heating problem will drift
into oblivion until next fall when someone says, “Gee, it’s awful cold in here. Why
isn’t the heat working?”
Searching for a scapegoat to blame the problem on will serve no purpose;
correcting the situation is more important. Those in charge will hopefully continue
their efforts to correct the problem while those who inhabit the first level of the
SRC will continue to be patient.
One positive factor is the cooperation, support and sympathy given to the
students’ situation by McAninch and Ron Lemme, vice president of planning and
information. If all those involved were as helpful, the problem could likely be
solved much quicker.
Let’s just hope that those dealing with the heating problem do not cast aside
their concerns in favor of “spring fever.” As fall returns, so will the cold — and we
might not be so patient next time.

_ ——\

Student Voice
Have you used the PE facili¬
ties here at CD?
Bob Dondoyano, Wood¬
ridge: “Yes, I’m on the tennis
team and I use the facilities
frequently.”

Mike Soukup
Mike Soukup, Willowbrook:
“Yes. They are really well
equipped.”
Rich Richards, Elmhurst:
“No. I didn’t know a new
facility was here. I didn’t use
the old one.”
Rob Taylor, West Chicago:
“Yeah, I did last quarter. It
was really nice.”

to
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Chris Moxley, Lombard:
“No, I haven’t. I just don’t
have the time.”
Lisa
Amico,
Glendale
Heights: “Yes, I have used the
pool and the weight room. I
use the pool about twice a
week and I only went to the
weight room once. I really like
the pool a lot!”
Torr Landrud, Lombard:
•“No, but I will take advantage
of them this quarter.”
Ted VonLaven, Glen Ellyn:
“No, I don’t have much time.”
Mary Alsip, West Chicago:
“No, because I have a
membership at a private club.”
Mark Soppi, Lombard: “Yes
I have. I’ve used the racquetball courts and the weight
room.”
Dan Carroll, LaGrange:
“Yes. I play basketball.”
Robert Falkner, Downers
Grove: “No. I'm just not
interested in them.”
. Fred Thies, Wood Dale:
“No; I don’t know where they
are.”
Bill Bier, Elmhurst: “No,
I’m not on campus often.”

Sharon Bartholomew, Na¬
perville: “Yes, I enjoy swim¬
ming.”
Steven George, Naperville:
“No, I just started here and,
besides, I’m not really interest¬
ed in sports.”
Bette Engberg, Downers
Grove: “Yes. I have used the
racquetball courts. They were
all right, but they could have
been better.”

Scott Cyan
Scott Cyan, Winfield: “Yes.
I like them but the college
should take more care about
who it lets use them.”

COURIER

The Courier welcomes all letters to the editor. Reactions from students, staff and community
an be valuable as a megaphone of student interests, providing new ideas and keeping staff
-tembers on their toes.
Letters should not exceed 200 words and should be typed, double-spaced. They may be
dropped off or sent to the Courier in the SRC. Room 1022, 10 days prior to publication.
Letters will be edited only for style and grammar, and may be reduced to fit space limitations.
All letters must be signed, although the writer may request to have his name withheld. A home
iddress and telephone number should be included for verification purposes.
Opinions expressed in the Courier do not necessarily represent the views of the staff of the
College of DuPage.
The Courier is a member of the Community College Journalism Association, the Associated
Collegiate Press and the Illinois Community College Journalism Association.

Kelly Carlson, Elmhurst:
“Yes, aerobics and the dance
room.”
Liz Schmid, Schaumburg:
“No. I didn’t know about
them.”
Corinne Flemm, Lombard:
“No, but I wish I would have
brought my swimsuit today.
I’ve been planning to.”
Michael Peros, Westmont:
“No. I’m mainly on my own
for exercise and I haven’t
taken any PE here yet.”
Dan Zilly, Villa Park: “I
was pleased with the racquetball courts and the indoor
track at the facility.”
Ken Mocarski, Villa Park:
“I was impressed with the
machines and the latest weight
equipment at the facility.”
Tom Serafin, Glen Ellyn:
“No. I have been in there a few
times and it seems like a nice
set-up. I will probably use it in
the future.”
Julie Pfennig, Burr Ridge:
“No. I’ve seen it, very nice,
better than most colleges. I
just don’t have the spare
time.”

I,iiAnn Ahasay, Elmhurst:
“No, I just haven’t gotten
around to it.”
Karen
Silvestri,
Carol
Stream: “I’ve used the swim¬
ming pool. I plan to use the
dance studio.”

Lisa Conroy
Lisa Conroy, Lombard:
“Yes. They are great for a
community college.”
Bob Goodsell, Woodridge:
“Yes, I have used the
racquetball courts.”
Amy Fawell, Wheaton: “No,
I haven’t hafl a class there
yet.”

The Courier is published weekly on Fridays during the academic year except during |
examination and vacation periods by the students of the College of DuPage.
Editorial offices are in the SRC, Room 1022. Telephone 858-2800, exts. 2531, 2379.
Office hours for the Courier are from noon to 5p.m. Monday through Friday.
Advertising rates are available upon request. Deadline for display ads and classifieds is 5 p.m.
7 days prior to publication.
News items should be submitted 10 days prior to publication.
The college is located at 22nd Street and Lambert Road, Glen Ellyn, IL., 60137.
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She’s proud of her school
To the Editor:
Believe it or not, stereotypes can change. When comparing the workload,
credentials and general atmosphere of CD to that of a residential school, I found
that I had been badly misinformed.
Strange enough, I am learning more because I do not feel as much pressure. The
time I now spend studying at CD is not such an obligation. With this lighter work
load, I find myself retaining more and “cramming” less.
Some people might interpret this lack of pressure to mean that CD is not
difficult enough and therefore lacking as a college. This is an unfair assumption
because the quality of my education here has been more than adequate.
My first day shattered the illusion I had developed of uninteresting classes
instructed by boring, ignorant teachers. I was shocked to learn that all my
instructors had at least one master’s degree, were extremely knowledgeable in thenfields and possessed some much-appreciated humor. This last fact breaks up the
monotony of an hour lecture and helps to maintain a light atmosphere.
Is a person more likely to participate and learn when taught by a dull, rambling
professor or when instructed by a cheerful, funny and informative professor? The
two do not compare!
After attending both two- and four-year colleges, I have finally let go of some of
the stereotypes that have been ingrained in me for a long time.
I hope others can see the positive aspects here at CD and be proud that they are
“only” enrolled at a two-year college.
Laura Whaley, Downers Grove

ROTC essay ‘naive diatribe9
To the Editor:
I feel compelled to write in response
to a perspective in your Feb. 24 issue
titled “Bring Back the Poets” by
Ashton Bryan.
Although in essence I think his ideas
are well founded, in practicality he
expounds what can only be called
“naive radical diatribe.”
Views such as those expressed by
Ashton Bryan are clearly reminiscent of
Abby Hoffman, Jerry Rubin and other
malcontents of a by-gone era.
Bryan obviously admires philoso¬
phers, as is so clearly evident
throughout his essay. Yet appalling
generalizations he makes would make
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle collective¬
ly turn in their graves.
From reading his views, one gets the
feeling that somewhere between 1968
and 1984 the whole lot of artisans,

philosophers, and singers were system¬
atically erased from America (do they
still exist elsewhere?) by none other
than ROTC students.
That brings me to his attack of
ROTC. I personally know several of
these “short-shorn, bald-headed” stu¬
dents and I dare say, Mr. Bryan, that
you, with your senseless, unfounded
and reckless use of words, are the
danger to American society — not they.
Before we bring back the poets, as
you state, maybe it would be wise to
remember the words of one of the
world’s greatest poets: “If you want
money for minds that hate — all I can
tell you brother — is you have to wait.”
Before taking the first step, Mr.
Bryan, it would be wise to remove your
foot from your mouth.

Commentary
No elitism at DuPage,
just a good education
By COLLEEN RAE‘
Today, a year’s tuition at one of the “good” schools costs $8,000 to $10,000,
not including room and board, commuting and textbooks.
Only a few people can afford this type of education. Maybe we can argue that
those who cannot aren’t missing much. Perhaps $8,000 to $10,000 buys only a
diploma frpm a “name” school. However, it may also buy one a “good”
education. When people are deprived of a “good” education because they
cannot afford to pay, that is elitism at work.
ELITISM GIVES TO the few depriving those without privilege. CD gives
to the many, regardless of privilege, each according to his or her need.
Among other programs, we have English as a second language classes for
DuPage County residents whose first language is not Engligh. We have the
developmental learning lab for those who require remedial help in scholastic
subjects.
We do not just sell education at this college; we help each student attain his
or her best. The spirit at this college is egalitarian, which, as defined in
Webster s Third, ’ is “a belief that all men are created equal in intrinsic worth
and are entitled to equal access to the rights and privileges of their society.”
An $8,000 to $10,000 price tag deprives many of “equal access” to the schools
where they would be challenged to achieve their best. Curriculum at these
schools is harder, and students have much expected of them. They frequently
read from primary sources much more difficult than the textbook distillations
normally found in college classes. They must conduct research and are trained
to think critically. In classroom discussions and assigned writing, they are
required to argue for their ideas in soundly persuasive ways. They must write
frequently and author research papers for classes other than English
composition. In their thinking, writing and discussions, they are required to be
creative rather than mimetic; this is not an easy education.
AT CD, WE have some students who have shown by their grade point
average that they are not after an easy education. These are motivated, bright
students who could attend the best schools in the country if they could afford to
be there. They are not. They are here and, as an institution of egalitarian spirit,
we have a responsibility to meet the needs of these students. If we do not, we
are not fulfilling our mission of equal opportunity for all regardless of ability or
privilege. This is one of the objectives of honors classes which are for all students
— regardless of their grade-point average — who wish to challenge themselves
to achieve their best. Grades are only a criterion; they do, in many instances,
reflect motivation, but they cannot be the final say in all cases. Nor can the
privilege of money be the final say in who receives an enriched education. In a
free country, education at the level of the individual’s need has to be available
to all.

Colleen Rae is an instructor of English at the College of DuPage.

Mark Crum, Naperville

’80s’ students look ahead
To the Editor:
Apparently, a student or students have confused the ‘60s with the ‘80s. (Courier
Feb. 24) First of all, we did not bomb ROTC buildings. The generation before us
may have painted anti-war slogans, demonstrated against the military,
conservatism and big business — with good reason.
This is 1984. We don’t have a Vietnam going on anymore. What we do have is a
very fast-paced, technological and thus, potentially explosive, world.
College students of the '80s have enough depth to realize that the best way to
change or remedy a situation is to become involved in or work with the root of the
problem and are resolved not to be involved in head-on confrontations, violence and
arrests, which are generally chaotic and futile in nature.
Today, students perfer to try and shape the future rather than to dig up an era
during which most of us were too small to realize what was happening.
Nobody in their right mind wants to sit around on park benches and discuss
Doonesbury while the world flashes by. If we are to survive as a college
community, we can’t let ourselves be governed by a conservative environment, nor
by a totally abstract, radical thought. We all work together to gain a common
goal — success! Once we are successful, we are in a position to influence political
and social decisions with the hope that our children will grow up in a better world
than we did. We are not the ‘60s generation. No one is into flower power and acid
trips anymore. This is my generation, a highly educated, motivated group of
people who have the intellectual powers to realize real world problems and
formulate solutions — working with the system.
I personally intend to take the first step forward, not backward.
Timothy Allen Dix, Naperville

Why no weekend movies?
To the Editor:
One of the major goals of any college
should be to produce well-educated
people. However, education is not
limited to knowledge that we attain
from books. In order to balance a
steady diet of theorems and concepts,
an individual must also take in some
sort of recreation, one of the best
antidotes for stress. Relaxation helps
balance a busy life.
In order to put the learning
experiences of life into some agreeable
form, most colleges sponsor some type
of outside social functions for thenstudents. The major colleges and
universities organize activities around
class schedules — most events are
planned for a weekend. Contrary to what
some people believe, the College of
DuPage does sponsor social activities
for its students. Occasionally a small
sign goes up in the halls, referring to a
faraway event, usually on a Tuesday or
a Thursday. The most notorious of
these activities are the “free movies”
that few students actually know about.
For the multitude of individuals who
have classes in the afternoon and who
failed to leave a two-hour gap in thenschedules, the movies are inaccessible.

Many persons also work after school
and at night in order to pay
school-related costs. Likewise, these
people will not be free to leave a job to
view a “free” movie. Thus, one might
conclude that responsible students were
not considered when the schedule was
set up. Now when the weekend comes
around, after these people have been
studying and working hard all week,
they look for entertainment. The college
they take so much pride in all week
long suddenly closes its doors to them.
The gem of the Midwest, Glen Ellyn,
is a metropolis of fun and excitement.
Too many people have become
bored with the lifestyles of the western
suburbs, and the college isn’t really
doing anything to help out. Now, on the
weekend, when free time is available,
activities are few. Surely a free movie
would be a relief from the $4-and-up
cinemas.
Obviously CD could attract a full
house to watch a free screening of
“Flashdance” or some other quality
film if Yorktown can fill a theater with
fools paying $4 to see “Two of a Kind”
or “Jaws III” in 3-D.
John Fruehe, Lombard
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Blooper shows foul-up
By SCOTT D. TOMKOWIAK
Kermit Schafer was a big-time radio
producer back in the early ’40s when he
decided to collect live, on-the-air
mistakes made by the announcers of
the time. You’ve probably heard the
most infamous boner of all time made
when one poor narrator introduced
President Herbert Hoover as “Hoobert
Heever.”
From Schafer’s vast collection of
“bloopers” came a series of books, a
television special aired in the early ’60s
and numerous record album releases.
These albums are still popular today, j
providing us with a kind of comedy
that was not planned or rehearsed.
A FEW YEARS ago, Dick “Ameri¬
can Bandstand” Clark produced and
hosted a television special for NBC
titled “TV’s Censored Bloopers.” With
its high ratings and large viewer
responses, about a half-dozen of these
occasional specials have appeared since
1981. The consistently entertaining
programs have featured outtakes from
various TV series, commercials and
motion pictures.
But now, NBC, being buried
underneath an avalanche of Nielsen
rating points, has worked his format
into its weekly prime-time line-up.
“TV’s Bloopers, Commercials and
Practical Jokes” combines Clark’s
original show with Ed McMahon’s TV
commercial specials and Johnny Car¬
son’s practical jokes show aired late
last year.
The practical joke segments pull gags
on well-known Hollywood stars such as
songwriter Paul Williams and “Facts of
Life” co-star Mindy Cohn. However,
these interludes appear to be out of

place on a show such as this. On the
other hand, seeing old-time commercials
brings up feelings of nostalgia and with
the bloopers taking actors and actresses
off the proverbial pedestal, one feels
that practical jokes should have a show
of their own.
STILL, THIS program has one big
asset and that is co-host Clark. He
could carry the show by himself,
leaving Ed McMahon, who merely
takes up space, out in the cold.
Clark is one of the busiest emcees in
television. In addition to this show, as
well as his Saturday morning institu¬
tion “American Bandstand,” he hosts
“The $25,000 Pyramid” and the
syndicated music program, “Salute.”
Clark adds instant respectability to
any project he is involved with. “TV’s
Bloopers could have been hosted by a
slick, no-brained star like John David¬
son, who lacks a certain amount of
humility. Clark adds sincerity, some¬
thing intrinsically missing with many
in his field.
THE INITIAL popularity of the
“blooper” programs inspired ABC to
pirate the idea and formulate a weekly
series of its own; “Foul-ups, Bleeps and
Blunders.”
The show is co-hosted by singer-per¬
former Steve Lawrence and the grating,
high-decibel comedian Don Rickies.
Why ABC chose a nightclub crooner
and a nerve-racking comic is anyone’s
guess. Perhaps both wanted to pad
their wallets.
Unlike its NBC counterpart, “ Foulups” is only one-half hour in length.
The show is a virtual rip-off of Clark’s
program, except that the material on
“Foul-ups” lacks vitality and freshness.
On one episode, outtakes from the
soap-opera “General Hospital” were

4> DePaul University
Transfer Students:

Apply NOW for
Financial Aid
PLANNING TO TRANSFER TO DEPAUL
UNIVERSITY THIS FALL?
NOW IS THE TIME TO APPLY FOR
ADMISSION AND FINANCIAL AID!
Do not wait for grades from your final term. For
information and applications for admission and
financial aid, return this coupon. Or call a trans¬
fer advisor at 321-7600.

featured, along with film clips of the
tired situation comedy “Happy Days.”

THE OSCARS:Everyone and his
brother seems to have an opinion on
Monday’s Academy Awards, so I
thought I’d add my own. The winners
should (or might) be as follows — Best
Picture: “Terms of Endearment,”
Actor: Robert Duvall, Actress: Shirley
MacLaine, Supporting Actor: Jack
Nicholson, Supporting Actress: Linda
Hunt, Best Foreign Film: “Fanny and
Alexander.”

NOTHING IS original in style or
content. The show even borrows from
“Real People,” asking viewers to send
in typographical errors made in
newspapers and photographs of bill¬
board errors. For each one used, a lucky
person will receive a T-shirt. How
novel.
Both networks, however, are enjoy¬
ing excellent ratings for these pro¬
grams. Both shows ended up in the top
20 earlier this season, but don’t expect
the trend to continue much longer. An
idea such as this can easily be beaten
into the ground. Seeing all those
outtakes week after week removes the
novelty of the subject. Kermit Schafer
wouldn’t have wanted that at all.

The biggest disappointment for
discriminating moviegoers should be
the absence of Barbara Streisand’s
“Yentl.” Except for a few minor
awards, “Yentl” has been virtually
ignored in the major Oscar races.
Too bad. Any anti-“Yentl” voters in
Hollywood should be horsewhipped.

Courier Classifieds
TERM PAPERS typed on IBM display writer
by experienced typist. $1 per page: 25 cents
per page for 2nd copy. Call Nancy after 5 pm
weekdays at 969-2888.
PART TIME mornings to mid-afternoon work
available for house cleaning service. Car a
must, raises and bonuses on merit. Start
above minimum wage. 960-2270.
WANTED: COMPANION/BABYSITTER for
18-year old mentally retarded male student.
Live in or evening and weekend hours.
355-8060after 5p.m. Naperville.
TYPING —
668-2957.

Reasonable

Rates.

Call

'71 Ford TORINO 302. Original owner,
52,000 miles. $500.00. Call 351-0391 even¬
ings.

SMITTY'S TYPING SERVICE: Special stu¬
dent rates. Call 852-2904.
Wanted: person with phone experience to
make appointments with self employed in¬
dividual. $5 per hour. 668-8151 days.

WANTED:
Experienced
Women’s 12” slow pitch
Monday Night League in
Positions OPEN! For more
call (pm's only): 289-6487 OR

TUITION ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE. Nation¬
al Computerized Company will match you
with the money you need. For more in¬
formation write: Tuition Research Services,
PO Box 7187, Streamwood, IL 60103 or call
843-2732.

COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS
— You could be a Corporal 13 mos. after reporting for duty at
a location of your choice, doing a job you select, and be eligible
for a bonus if you qualify.
— For more information on Marine Corps opportunities, call
Sergeant Ruark at 740-2065/800-223-USMC or visit him at 101 N.
Joliet St. in Joliet.
For qualified individuals who can successfully complete the
Marine Corps program:

ENLISTMENT BONUS
Paid upon successful completion of occupational skills in
selected fields.

HIGHER STARTING SALARY
Start out drawing the salary of a Private First Class. Over
$500per month plus benefits.

FASTER PROMOTIONS
Start as a Private First Class.
Promotion to Lance Corporal when you report .to your first
duty station after Boot Camp. Promotion to Corporal 13
m onths from date of entry to active duty.
Bonus paid upon successful completion of skills training.

GUARANTEED SKILLS
Many occupational fields to choose from.
Interesting job specialities.
Training guaranteed before you enlist.

EDUCATION BENEFITS

Office of Admissions
DePaul University
25 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60604
NAME------ADORESS----

SOCIAL SECURITY NUM8ER.
COLLEGE ATTENDINGMAJOR.

players
for
Softball team.
Hanover Park.
information —
529-2601.

VEAP Eligibility: $8,100for $2,700investment.
In-service education programs.
Continue learning while you earn.
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Buy a pair of Jensen J1365
6 "x9" Triax* Speakers by
May 5th,1984.

You’ll get an additional pair
of speakers absolutely free
Buy a pair of our fabulous
J1365 6"x9" Triax Speakers, and
well send you a pair of Jensen
High Power Dual Cone Speakers
absolutely free. Take your choice
of the J1350 3V2" size or the J1435
4"x6" speakers. You’ll get up to a
$37.95 value, free! (Manufacturer's
suggested list price.)
Here's all you do! Just save your
proof of purchase from the J1365
6" x9" Triax Speaker box and a copy
of your sales receipt from any
Jensen dealer. Then send them
along with the coupon provided
to receive your free High Power
Dual Cone Speakers.
When it’s the sound that moves
you, make your move to Jensen
speakers.

Jensen and Triax are Ihe registered trademarks of International Jensen. Inc., an Esmark Company.
© 1984 International Jensen. Inc.

Campus Audio
One Riverside Road
Suite 212
Riverside, IL

Enclosed is my proof of purchase from a box of Jensert®
J13656"x9" Triax® Speakers.
Send me my choice of Jensen High Power Dual Cone
Speakers, absolutely free:
J1350 3VZ" □
OR
J1435 4" x6" □

Plus all locations:

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Service Merchandise

Name .

McDade Catalog Showroom

Address.

W. Bell & Co.
Western Auto

City.

Jensen products can be purchased at:
International Sound
2911 N. Clark
Chicago, IL

First Merchandise
3310 W. Lawrence
Chicago, IL

International Sound
4550 N. Harlem Ave.
Harwood Heights, IL

Car Audio Center
700 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, IL

Chicago Lincoln Stereo
5984 N. Lincoln Ave.
Chicago, IL

Ray's Tools & Electronics
9.10 W. Irving Park Rd.
Itasca, IL

Warehouse Club
7420 N. Lehigh Ave.
Niles, IL

Woodham Radio Service
7200 W. Archer Ave.
Summit, IL

Century Auto Radio
5037 W. Diversey Ave.
Chicago, IL

Your Electronics Store
874 N. Lake St.
Aurora, IL

Oak Supply & Furniture
711 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL

Alan's Creative Stereo
Musicraft
Pacific Stereo
Montgomery Ward

-State.

Send along with proof of purchase and sales receipt, dated
on or before May 5lh, to:
Jensen Car Audio, Department 500
4136 N. United Parkway, Schiller Park, IL 60176
Coupon must be postmarked by May 19th, 1984.

JENSEN
CAR AUDIO

When it’s the sound that moves you.
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Cash prizes await top poets Groups rally for animals
Cash prizes of $100, $50 and $25 and
an opportunity to be published in CD’s
literary magazine, the Prairie Light
Review, await the top three entires in
the college’s fifth annual poetry contest
for CD students sponsored by the
humanities division.
Awards will be announced at the
spring poetry reading at 7:30 p.m. May
3 in SRC 3028.
Each contestant may submit one
poem up to 50 lines in length on any
theme or topic with no form or style
restrictions. Poems must be typed, and
the name, address and phone number of

the poetry should appear on the
upper-right-hand comer of the entry.
No poems will be returned. However,
contestants retain the rights to works
submitted for the contest, except that
the Prairie Light Review has one-time
rights to publish the three winning
entries.
Poems may be directed to Poetry
Contest, Humanities Division, College
of DuPage, Glen Ellyn, Ill. 60137, or
dropped off in A3098.
The deadline is April 30.
Further information is available from
Bill Bell, A3113C, ext. 2053.

Calendar of upcoming events
APRIL 6

Women’s Health Fair. Theme: “The Ages of Woman.” Speakers,
panel discussion, experiential events and luncheon. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
SRC 1024A. Cost — $12 for general admission; $10 for students.
Reservations available at 858-2800, ext. 2208.
Second City Touring Co., 8 p.m., Building M, performing arts center.
Tickets, $5 in advance, $6 at door; available at student activities box
office.

APRIL 10

Alumni board meeting, 7:30 p.m., SRC 2084.

APRIL 10, 11 Free film — “Wizards,” shown at 12:30 and 7:30 p.m., SRC 1024A.
APRIL 12 Exploring career fields series. Topic: “Nuclear Medicine.” Noon to
1 p.m., SRC 1024. Free.
APRIL 13 Concert: DuPage Winds; Bruce Moss, conductor. Chamber music for
12 to 15 wind instruments. Mozart/Seranade No. 12; Krommer/Partita for Twelve Wind Instruments; Beethoven/Rondino and other works.
8 p.m., performing arts center, Building M. Free.
Groundbreaking for new arts center. 10:45 a.m., north of physical
education and community recreation center.
APRIL 14 Concert: jazz ensemble; Robert Marshall, conductor. Rayburn Wright/
Sackbut City, featuring trombone section; Kim Richmond/Tributaries
and other works. 8 p.m., performing arts center. Building M. Free

Get set to get wet...
at the funniest, raciest, wildest
white-water raft race ever!

Mobilization for Animals, an international coalition of more than 400 animal
rights, welfare and protection organizations in 26 countries, will hold a rally and
candlelight vigil in Chicago at the Calder Plaza across from the Federal Building,
from noon to midnight Saturday, April 7.
Last April 24, the group organized similar gatherings in Boston, Atlanta,
Madison, Wis., and Davis, Calif., that attracted some 40,000 people.
The Chicago protest is being held in conjunction with rallies in Washington,
D.C., and Los Angeles, which will include participation by Loretta Switt, Bob
Barker, Beatrice Arthur and Karl Holliman, in addition to congressional
representatives and animal welfare leaders.
The April 7 action will be directed against the trapping and killing of animals
for commercial purposes and for elimination of wild animals,” said Richard
Morgan, international coordinator of the mobilization.
“More than 30 million animals are trapped and killed each year in the United
States, one every second,” said Morgan. “The steel-jaw leghold trap is the basic
tool of trappers in this country, though it is now banned in more than two dozen
other nations. A trapped animal often chews off its leg in struggling to become
free,” Morgan explained. “Other victims die of starvation, bleeding, freezing
temperatures or infection. If they manage to survive until the trapper arrives, the
animals are clubbed, stomped or strangled to death to preserve the fur.”

STRETCH YOUR MIND
WHILE YOU STRETCH
YOUR COLLEGE
DOLLARS.
The Army College Fund way to get the
money for college makes a lot of sense.
To qualify, you must be a high school graduate,
make good marks on the Armed Services quali¬
fication test, and enlist and train in one of several
selected skills that will challenge and stretch
your mind.
You can start immediately putting aside the
money for college. And for every $1 you save out
of your salary (over $570 a month), the govern¬
ment will add more than $5. If you put up $100
a month, in a 3-year enlistment, you’ll have
$20,100 for college. And you’ll have a technical
skill that might help you decide what to take
in college.
Your Army Recruiter has a booklet that
explains all about the Army College Fund. Pick
one up.

STAFF SERGEANT SHAFER

668-5223

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

MODEL COMPOSITES

INTERESTED PROSPECTIVE MODELS
CALL FOR DETAILS
* SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF/LOUIS S. ARKOFF m*. "UP THE CREEK' TIM MATHESON • DAN MONAHAN
STEPHEN FURST ■ JEFF EAST • SANDY HELBERG ■ BLAINE NOVAK • JAMES B. STICKING Mrabcm JENNIFER RUNYON
Sfrail Appumct by JOHN HILLERMAN Itoc Scot by WILLIAM GOLDSTEIN Screenplay by JIM KOUF
swrbr JIM KOUF rt JEFF SHERMAN * DOUGLAS GROSSMAN
p™^ LOUIS S. ARKOFT ■ SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF
prated br MICHAEL L. MEUZER

ROBERT BUTLER .tSRggsss

MCaTMCTBO

1 Soundtrack mifalilt m Pala/CBS Records Prated by SPEWCER PROUEP ] Color bji DeLuie •

OPENS FRIDAY, APRIL 6 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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Sophs key Chaps' diamond hopes
Opening the 1984 campaign with
more questions than a quiz show host,
CD’s baseball fortunes rest with the
experience of five returning sopho¬
mores.
“The toughest question we face,”
said Chaparrals’ Coach Steve Kranz, “is
how well will we fare without our two
all-staters from last season, Rich
Graham (.427 average, 73 RBIs and 65
walks) and Steve Metz (.317, six home
runs and 37 RBIs). Players of that
caliber are really tough to replace.”
Kranz, however, believes his Chaps
can improve upon last year’s 25-22
overall record (and fourth place at 6-6 in
the North Central Community College
Conference) because of the return of
five sophomores and an increase of
some much-needed team depth.

Key returnees include third baseman
Scott Parrault (Hinsdale), center fielder
Jim Karafiat (Downers Grove), right
fielder Tony Freveletti (Downers
Grove) and pitchers Jim Steben
(Lombard) and Steve Cota (Glen
Ellyn).
Parrault, a product of Hinsdale
Central, figures to bat cleanup in
Kranz’ lineup. Last year’s totals
included a school record of 14 doubles
in addition to a fancy .350 average and
35 RBIs. Karafiat, from Benet Acade¬
my, was an all-N4C selection on the
strength of a .318 average, 42 runs and
a team-leading 20 stolen bases.
Freveletti, who can also play behind the
plate, fashioned a .331 average last
year.
STEBEN AND COTA anchor the
pitching staff. Steben, an all-Des
Plaines Valley League selection at
Willowbrook, appeared in 18 games for
the Chapparals last year. Cota is the
squad’s fastest pitcher with an 87-mileper-hour fastball.
The remainder of the Chaparrals’

“LAST SEASON, we went with just
nine or 10 position players. This year
our depth is much better, so we can be
more versatile. Plus we have some key
people back to give us leadership,” said
Kranz.

Women seek hitting
By MIKE CONSIDINE
Better hitting was coach Vicki
Powell’s first priority after her women’s
softball team split its first two games of
the season. Despite a .211 batting
average, the Lady Chapparals defeated
Wheaton College 14-4 March 28 and
dropped a 10-8 decision to Moraine
Valley March 31.
CD didn’t have much difficulty
generating offense, regardless of its
poor hitting. Twenty-six walks in the
two games provided an ample number
of baserunners. Driving those runners
in was another story. Fourteen were left
on base at Wheaton and nine more
against Moraine.
“I think the bottom of the order is
not as weak as it has looked,” Powell
said. “They can perform and they can
hit. I don’t know what to do about it.”
THE LADY CHAPS scored six runs
in the first two innings of the home
opener against Moraine Valley. Four
walks and Lisa Pischke’s single tied the

Predictions. . .
Continued from page 12
league player-of-the-year Kevin McReynolds can hit. The question is whether
they can catch.
Los Angeles is another contender for
the best mound crew in baseball. That
was enough to win in 1983. This edition
may pay for its poor fundamentals. San
Francisco has a habit of knocking off
the £)odgers in the stretch and could be
spoilers again. First baseman A1 Oliver
(84 RBI, .300 average) and second
baseman Manny Trillo were stolen from
Montreal to make the Giants a sleeper.
Atlanta will miss pitchers Pascual
Perez and Phil Niekro from an already
subpar staff, Houston is a good
hit-and-run club in a league full of
power hitters. Ironically, Dave Parker
may help Cincinnati return to respect¬
ability. Both he and the organization
have a long way to go.
I predict that Baltimore will defeat
the White Sox in five games. Montreal
will beat San Diego in the same number
of games. Take Baltimore in six in the
World Series.
By the way, I picked Milwaukee to
win everything two years ago. I was
just as certain that they would win as I
am that Baltimore will win this year.

score at 2-2 after an inning. The
Marauders took a 5-2 lead on shortstop
Rose Geraci’s two-run double in the
second inning. DuPage reclaimed the
lead on Vicki Verr’s two-run single, an
error and a fielder’s choice.
CD’s 6-5 lead was threatened in the
third when pitcher Cindy Hughes gave
up a walk and a single, but reliever
Doyla Morales extinguished the threat.
Morales struck out the first two batters
she faced after catcher Vicki Lackomecki picked a runner off base for the
first out.
“Vicki played a real good game,”
Powell said. “She’s really going to come
around.”
THE FIFTH INNING was fatal for
Powell’s women. With first and second
base occupied, Morales threw wildly on
a soft grounder to her left. The tying
run scored on the play. Morales retired
the next two batters and would have
been out of trouble if not for the costly
error.
The Marauders’ Rene Strasser ripped
a triple to score two unearned runs.
Strasser scored another when Morales
unleashed a wild pitch.
“Our three errors were the deciding
factor,” Powell commented.
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BEAUTY SCHOOL CLINIC

lineup will be filled with a bevy of
promising newcomers and a group of
sophomores who saw limited playing
time in 1983.
The leading shortstop candidate is
soph Mike Piche, a transfer from
Illinois State University and former
starter on the 1982 state champion
Brookfield Senior Babe Ruth team.
Piche stole 30 bases in 1983 summer
league play.
FRANK MELCHIORRE, a sopho¬
more from Wood Dale, should start at
second base. A switch-hitter and
Fenton product, Melchiorre stole nine
bases in nine attempts for DuPage
last year.
Pressing both Piche and Melchiorre
for playing time will be freshman Bill
Waliewski (Hinsdale), who batted .365
at Hinsdale Central last season and
starred on the Red Devils’ 1982 state
summer league titlists.
Battling at first base are Mike
Mazierka, a transfer from Eastern
Illinois University, and freshman Dave
Kapl of Darien, a 6-4, 200-pound power

hitter from Hinsdale souin.
OUTFIELD POSSIBILITIES in¬
clude frosh Chris Gurchiek, MVP at
Glenbard South as a senior; John
Haseman, an all-stater in Connecticut;
Ken Norman, a soph from Downers
Grove who stole 19 bases and scored 35
runs last year; and Scott Kelsch, a
transfer from Illinois Benedictine
College who hit better than .400 his
senior year at Naperville North.
Complementing Steben and Cota on
the mound will be freshman Terry
Pachter (Westmont), frosh Jim Wallace
(Downers Grove); soph Pat Shannon
(Glen Ellyn); frosh Dennis Doormann
(Glen Ellyn); and Steve Riesenberg of
Naperville North, North Central Col¬
lege.
Sharing duties behind the plate will
be freshmen Joe Stahl, from Benet
Academy, anfl Todd Goran son, from
Glenbard East.
CD’s first home games are a
doubleheader Saturday, April 7, at
noon, against conference rival Moraine
Valley College.

THE LADY CHAPS grabbed a 9-2
lead over Wheaton with seven secondinning runs. The only hits in the rally
were RBI singles by Verr and Hughes.
CD scored a run in the fourth and put
the Crusaders away with a four-run
sixth. Walks to Mary Gilbert and
Jeannine Houlihan loaded the bases
with two out. Morales and Lisa Fiati
singled, increasing the lead to 13-4.
Hughes walked to force in the final run
and put the 10-run slaughter rule into
effect.
Powell singled out Fiati’s hit as the
key to victory. The first-year coach said
it was most important because
Wheaton appeared to be getting back
into the game.
Four letterwinners return from last
year’s team: centerfielder Pischke,
leftfielder Kim Ruskowski, rightfielder
Meg Sohst and catcher Kim Young.
PISCHKE MADE A spectacular
over-the-shoulder catch of a line drive in
the Wheaton game.
“She’s a good fielder who gets a
tremendous jump on the ball,” Powell
said.

Pischke played point guard on the
basketball team, while her outfield
partners, Ruskowski and Sohst, were
on Powell’s volleyball team. The pair
are scrappy players who have good bat
control.
Young became eligible April 4 and is
expected to push Lackomecki for duties
behind the plate.
Verr, the team’s leading hitter with a
.429 average, handles third base. The
sophomore from Lyons Township didn’t
play at DuPage last year. Gilbert,
whom Powell calls a natural outfielder,
has fielded shortstop capably in the
absence of a true shortstop. Freshmen
Julie Wolfe and Fiati share second
base. Houlihan played third base at
Wheaton Central a year ago, but has
shifted to first for the Lady Chapparals.
“Jeannine has a good stretch,” her
coach said. “Her height is a real
advantage.”
“I THINK THAT our pitching is the
big difference between our team and
most of the teams we’ll play,” Powell
said. “Doyla will probably be one of the
best in the league.”

Upcoming sports events
APRIL 6

Men’s tennis (H) University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, 1 p.m.
Men’s and women’s outdoor track (A) Chicagoland Intercollegiates,
4 p.m.

APRIL 7

Men’s tennis (A) Rock Valley/Lake County, 9 a.m.
Men’s baseball (H) Moraine Valley, noon.

APRIL 8

Men’s baseball (A) Waubonsee, 1:30 p.m.

APRIL 9

Men’s tennis (A) Waubonsee, 3 p.m.
Women’s softball (A) Thornton, 4 p.m.

APRIL 10

Men’s tennis (A) Joliet, 3 p.m.
Women’s softball (H) Harper, 3:30 p.m.
Men’s baseball (A) Rock Valley, 2 p.m.

APRIL 11

Women’s softball (H) Wright, 2 p.m.

(Hair done exclusively by students)
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2313 Maple Ave.
Downers Grove
968-1820

APRIL 12 Men’s tennis (H) Elmhurst, 2:30 p.m.
Women’s softball (A) Joliet, 3 p.m.
Men’s baseball (A) Lake County, 1:30 p.m.
APRIL 13 Men’s tennis (H) Harper, 3 p.m.
Women’s softball (H) Lake County, 3:30 p.m.
APRIL 14 Men’s tennis (H) Wheaton, 9 a.m.
Women’s softball (H) Waubonsee, 10 a.m.
Men’s baseball (A) Joliet, noon.
Men’s outdoor track (A) Northwestern, 11 a.m.
Women’s outdoor track (A) Harper Invitational, 11 a.m.
APRIL 15 Men’s baseball (H) Wright, 1 p.m.

_J

APRIL 17 Women’s softball (H) Triton, 2 p.m._

__
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In Chicago...

All roads lead to Cornisk
0’s , Padres,
Expos to rule

lefthanders, the Cubs will have too little
to challenge for the lead in the
weakened NL East. Matthews and
Dernier will add speed and depth to the
team. The cost is that last year’s rookie
star, Mel Hall, is relegated to the bench
and the pitching is little better than the
group that finished with the highest
earned run average (4.08) in the league.
Manager Jim Frey may have to babysit
a pair of high-priced malcontents if Hall
edges Matthews out of left field. On the
other hand, the ex-Phillie could bolster
the team’s league-high slugging percen¬
tage (.401) if the friendly confines are to
his liking

By MIKE CONSIDINE
So, you’re a White Sox fan and you
know this is your year. The Sox have
added Tom Terrific to the best pitching
staff in baseball. They won the West
Division of the American League by 20
games last year. How, you ask, can
they not win it all?
You say the Cubs look good this
year. You think Scott Sanderson, Gary
Matthews and Bob Dernier are just
what the North Siders need to steal a
National League East title away from
Montreal and Philadelphia in broad
daylight. The division is in such bad
shape that they could do it. Right?
I don’t want to wake you, but
someone has to.
First things first. I don’t think the
White Sox have the best pitching staff
in baseball.
THAT HONOR, I’m afraid belongs
to the Baltimore Orioles, the same
team that defeated the Sox in four
games to win the American League
pennant. Baltimore won the World
Series in five games.
Expect more of the same in 1984.
The Orioles’ rotation of Scott
McGregor (18-7), Mike Boddicker
(16-8), Mike Flanagan (12-4) and Jim
Palmer (5-4) is without peer. Palmer
and Flanagan have won 480 games
between them. Both appear primed for
typical seasons with last year’s injury
problems behind them. Tippy Martinez
(9-3, 21 saves), Storm Davis (13-7),
Dennis Martinez and Sammy Stewart
(9-4) are the core of a solid bullpen.
LAMARR HOYT (24-10), Richard
Dotson (22-8), Floyd Bannister (16-10)
and Tom “Terrific” Seaver (9-14 with
the Mets) are an excellent group of
starters. The Sox bullpen, despite lefty
Britt Bums and righty Ron Reed, is not
of championship caliber. Relievers
Salome Barojas and Juan Agosto are
inconsistent.
Differences between the Sox’ and
Orioles’ starting lineups are negligible.
The potent Sox offense is led by Ron
Kittle (35 home runs and 100 runs
batted in), Greg Luzinski (32 and 85),
and Carlton Fisk (26 and 86). Baltimore
counters with Eddie Murray 33 homers,
111 RBI and a .306 average), Cal
Ripken Jr. (27, 102, .318), Gary
Roenicke (19 homers, 64 RBI) and Ken
Singleton (18,84).
The Orioles have more depth and
better defense than their AL West
counterpart. Any club that can
strengthen itself by obtaining Wayne

At Wrigley...
Larry Bowa, 39, and Ron Cey, 36, will
anchor left side of Cub infield, while
reliefer Lee Smith, 26, who was 4-10
with 1.65 ERA last year, will again be
called upon to rescue weak pitching
staff.

At any rate, everyone but the Cubs
and Mets are contenders in the East.
I’m picking Montreal to back into the
title, followed closely by Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia. The Expos’ fortunes
depend on ace Steve Rogers, who
started the year on the disabled list. If
Rogers and the rest of the mound staff
have a big year, Montreal might not
self-destruct for the fourth consecutive
year. Pete Rose may lend some stability
to a club that desperately needs it as he
zeroes in on Ty Cobb’s 4,191 hits. I’m
counting on both of the above. The
alternative isn’t pretty.

m

Julioooooo!
Defensive whiz Julio Cruz, 29, is expected to lead Pale Hose to another divi¬
sion championship and perhaps berth in World Series.
Gross, a .233 hitter who can’t field,
deserves to win the World Series. Joe
Altobelli’s platoon system works.
THE SOX are probably the secondbest team in the majors, but they don’t
have the overall strength to beat the
defending world champions in a
five-game series.
The White Sox aren’t challenged
often enough by teams in their division.
Texas should finish 8-12 games behind
them in second place. The lack of a real
pennant race will make it difficult for
manager Tony LaRussa’s squad to
maintain a competitive edge going into
the playoffs.
Texas will have plenty of power with
Larry Parrish, Buddy Bell, George
Wright and newcomer Gary Ward.
Much of that power will be swallowed
up by Arlington Stadium, where the
wind always blows in. Oakland is being
called the most improved team in the
league with the addition of Joe Morgan,
Bruce Bochte and Bill Caudill. The A s
needed to improve. They finished 14

games below .500 in 1983. The
California Angels have good hitting,
mediocre pitching and 11 players over
age 32. The Angels also have a good
rookie-of-the-year candidate in short¬
stop Dick Schofield. The once-powerful
Kansas City Royals have crumbled into
so much white powder. Seattle and
Minnesota have nothing to look
forward to.
THE RACE in the AL East between
Baltimore and Detroit should go down
to the wire. Milwaukee could also be in
the fight if pitchers Pete Vuckovich and
Rollie Fingers are able to make any sort
of contribution. Toronto is a year away
from making a serious run at the title.
The New York Yankees suffer from too
many years of owner George Steinbrenner’s tampering and are headed for fifth
place. Dwight Evans and Jim Rice
should keep Boston out of the
basement, although Cleveland is young,
quick and much improved.
As long as Bill Buckner sits on the
bench and the starting rotation has no

PITTSBURGH, WITH a good blend
of experience and youth, is the best of
the rest. The Pirates have a solid
pitching staff. The key to their success
is how well
young players like
centerfielder Marvell Wynne, rightfielder Doug Frobel and pitcher Cecilio
Guante perform. Philadelphia continues
to ship established veterans to Chicago
and pin its hopes on prospects like Juan
Samuel and Len Matuszek. Steve
Carlton (15-16) should be back in peak
form and John Denny and A1 Holland
will continue to do their jobs without
much recognition. Beyond them, the
pitching is suspect. St. Louis lacks
power and consistency, but may have
the talent to finish first if the pitching
holds up. The New York Mets have too
many holes in their lineup to hope for
better than fifth place. They’ll finish
last, right behind the Cubs.
San Diego is my choice in the West.
Los Angeles didn’t want to win the
division last year, but they won by
three games after Atlanta lost 19 of its
last 34. Now the Padres are ready to
take over the lackadaisical NL West.
Relief pitcher Goose Gossage, first
baseman Steve Garvey and catcher
Terry Kennedy are the leaders of a
team that does many things well. The
Achilles heel appears to be a very
young outfield which includes two of
the top rookies in the National League.
Ex-Cub Carmelo Martinez and minor

Continued on page 11

